Inflectra Case Study: Banking

Oney Bank Improved Productivity of Managing
Projects & QA Using SpiraTest from Inflectra
SpiraTest let Oney Bank replace their manual Excel files with a new
centralized system for managing activities and projects.
Industry
Financial Services: Banking
Objective
Modernize Microsoft Office-based tool set
with an easy-to-use quality assurance and
project management system..
Approach
Sought a single, complete solution to
manage their QA processes.
Business Outcomes



Ability to automatically generate QA
metrics for the first time.



One centralized system for standardized
QA processes.

Technology Outcomes



Replaced multiple obsolete tools with a
single modern solution.



Consolidated testers, developers and
designers on one tool.



Increased productivity using native tool
features unavailable with previous
solution.

“SpiraTest…is the best tool in terms of quality and value
compared to the other competing programs available on the
market.. the time, productivity and cost savings are
transparent…”
- Benjamin-Michel GRIFFART, Technical Test Analyst and SpiraTest Administrator

Improving Quality Assurance and Increasing
Productivity
Oney Bank was managing their QA and project management
on a suite of outdated tools. After thorough research, they
elected to migrate to Inflectra’s SpiraTest platform to
modernize their front office and back office QA systems. Using
SpiraTest, Oney Bank is managing requirements, test cases,
and defects in customizable and scalable workflows all in one
tool.

Solution at a Glance
Products Used:




SpiraTest
RemoteLaunch

Features Used:









Requirements Management
Defect Tracking
Custom Reporting
Test Management
Test Execution Tracking
Program Management
Jira Data Synchronization

Scale of Implementation:





~ 200 projects
~ 240 users
~ 50 concurrent users

Background
Oney Bank specializes in the
design of innovative payment
solutions and financial services
and seeks to provide businesses
with excellent purchasing
experiences in stores and online.
Oney is based in France and
conducts banking and commerce
business with 400 trading and
online partners and 7.6 million
customers in 11 countries in Europe
and Asia.
Oney teams primarily qualify and
validate their back-office
processes including their
mainframe, and their front-office
activities such as managing
payments, insurance and credit
offers. They oversee approximately
200 projects. The 240 users take
advantage of both waterfall and
agile methodologies.

Challenge
Prior to using SpiraTest, Oney
employed Microsoft Excel to
manage projects, test
documentation and defect tracking
and Microsoft Word to handle any
screenshots.

Learn more at:
www.inflectra.com

In addition, the different groups of

designers all used different tools,
further complicating project
coordination.

Modernize the System
Oney wanted a single, integrated
platform to manage requirements,
create and reference test cases, run
test campaigns, log and track test
runs, create tasks and log defects.

Solution
Oney Bank conducted thorough
market research and determined
that only SpiraTest could provide
the features and quality they
sought in a single tool. SpiraTest
also proved to be the best value.

Benefits
Oney uses SpiraTest from start to
finish to design, develop, test, and
report their projects. As a result,
they are saving time in developing
and testing the version upgrades of
their application while growing and
evolving their test repository.
Customizing the Spira/Jira opensource plugin allows them to cover
all possible and imaginable needs.
They are working in a more
streamlined and productive manner
in a modern tool that provides
them a great value.

